For Date: 04/06/2017 - Thursday

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Call Reason</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17-7373</td>
<td>0118</td>
<td>SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY</td>
<td>under control</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Location/Address: [WIL 161] MARKET BASKET - MAIN ST  
Narrative: checking on car in lot.  
Narrative: Checks ok, she was sent on her way. She still resides in Avalon, Lease was extended 1 month. |
| 17-7374     | 0120  | BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK  | under control           |
| Vicinity of:  [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD  
Narrative: check of the town hall.  
Narrative: Checks ok. |
| 17-7375     | 0129  | MOTOR VEHICLE STOP       | Citation/Warning Issued |
| Location/Address: BOUTWELL ST  
Vehicle: BLK 2003 FORD DRWSUP Reg: CO MA M94112 VIN: 1FDAF57P73ED78659  
Narrative: Written warning for speed. |
| 17-7376     | 0144  | TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint | Taken/Referred to Other |
| Vicinity of: MAIN ST  
Narrative: in the vicinity of 306 Main st and the area of Main st and Clark st there are pot holes causing damage to tires. Mass high way notified. |
| 17-7378     | 0158  | ASSIST OTHER AGENCY      | Taken/Referred to Other |
| Vicinity of:  [WIL 1434] WINDSOR PLACE - WEST ST  
Narrative: Burning odor in the hallway of Carlisle 2. FD notified.  
Narrative: Clear, Fd to handle. |
| 17-7381     | 0311  | PARKING COMPLAINT        | finish                  |
| Location/Address: MAIN ST  
Vehicle: BLK 2004 FORD X141 Reg: PC NH 1821918 VIN: 1FTPX14554NB24286  
Narrative: vehicle parked here checks ok. |
| 17-7382     | 0340  | BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK  | log info. only          |
| Location/Address:  [WIL 274] PEARL VISION - MAIN ST  
Narrative: check of the area, some stuff left in the area possibly someone setting up shop in the area. |
| 17-7383     | 0353  | SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY      | finish                  |
| Location/Address: GRACE DR  
Vehicle: BLK 2009 FONT CF VIBE 2SM26 Reg: PC MA 564FZ9 VIN: 5Y2SM67019Z432336  
Narrative: car with its interior lights on.  
Narrative: checks ok, appears to be an oversight. |
17-7384 0358 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Location/Address: HOPKINS ST + LEONARD LN
Vehicle: GRY 2013 FORD EDGE Reg: PC MA 4SWS70 VIN: 2FMK4JC1D8C90888
Narrative: Written warning for speed.

17-7385 0414 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Location/Address: SHAWSEEH AVE + JACQUITH RD
Vehicle: BLU 2017 GMC LL ACADIA Reg: PC MA 6LW731 VIN: 1GKVKVS66HJ153269
Narrative: Written warning for speed.

17-7386 0429 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Location/Address: SHAWSEEH AVE + JACQUITH RD
Vehicle: GRY 2014 SUBA SE IMPREZ WRXSLIM Reg: PC MA 476BF7 VIN: JF1GV7E64EG013831
Narrative: Written warning for speed.

17-7387 0439 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Location/Address: SHAWSEEH AVE + MOORE ST
Vehicle: RED 2012 HOND SE ACCORD USEX Reg: PC MA 8612R6 VIN: 1HGCP2F75CA160870
Narrative: Citation for speed.

17-7388 0509 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Location/Address: [WIL 107] HEAVENLY DONUTS - MAIN ST
Vehicle: BLK 2017 KIA SORENT Reg: PC MA 3WX587 VIN: 5XYFGDA37HG204763
Narrative: Written warning for red light.

17-7389 0539 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Location/Address: [WIL 801] FIRESTONE - MAIN ST
Vehicle: GRN 2003 TOY SE CAMRY USLEXL Reg: PC MA 1217BI VIN: 4T1BF32K73U544303
Narrative: Written warning for red light.

17-7392 0600 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: DUBLIN AVE
Vehicle: GRY 2013 FORD CMAX P5B Reg: PC MA 127VX7 VIN: 1FAP5BUXDL546695
Narrative: Citation for red light.

17-7393 0620 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Location/Address: BURLINGTON AVE
Vehicle: RED 2013 NISS SE ALTIMA Reg: PC MA 3RD35I VIN: 1N4AL3AP1DN454359
Narrative: Verbal for speed.

17-7394 0638 ALARM, BURGLAR  False Alarm
Vicinity of: [WIL 1856] LAKE REGION MEDICAL - FORDHAM RD
Narrative: Commercial alarm for perimeter door rear and motion east lobby.
Narrative: Business is open
Narrative: Alarm company called in with additional signals, 32 stating he checked the premise and saw employees going into the
17-7395 0656 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Location/Address: CONCORD ST + FORDHAM RD
Narrative: Red light out on right hand pole coming from Fordham onto Concord
Narrative: Mass Highway and North Reading notified

17-7396 0700 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Vicinity of: CUNNINGHAM ST
Narrative: Enforcement

17-7397 0720 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint Taken/Referred to Other
Vicinity of: RICHMOND ST + MAIN ST
Narrative: Potholes starting to form westbound on Richmond St
***Faxed to DPW***

17-7398 0721 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Vicinity of: CARTER LN
Narrative: Enforcement

17-7399 0726 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: CARTER LN
Vehicle: BLU 2010 NISS SE ALTIMA Reg: PC MA 877EM2 VIN: 1N4AL2AP8AN457877
Narrative: Verbal speed

17-7400 0734 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: CARTER LN
Vehicle: WHI 2015 COOPER Reg: PC MA 4DC324 VIN: WMWZC5C55FWP46689
Narrative: Citation speed

17-7401 0747 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: CARTER LN
Narrative: Citation speed

17-7402 0807 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: CARTER LN
Vehicle: GRY 2011 HOND UT PILOT Reg: PC MA 62SA69 VIN: 5FNYF4H6XB520679
Narrative: Citation speed

17-7405 0821 ASSIST OTHER AGENCY Taken/Referred to Other
Location/Address: AVALON DR
Narrative: Assist FD with odor of natural gas
Narrative: FD to handle

17-7406 0846 PARKING COMPLAINT Investigated
Vicinity of: MILL RD
Narrative:
Anonymous resident reporting MA Reg has been parked unattended on street for 5-6 days

Narrative:
33 reports car parked legally. 31 will attempt to follow up at owner's residence

Narrative:
31 spoke with family member states party is staying at Mill Rd, checks ok at this time

17-7407 0903 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY log info. only
Location/Address: FALCON RD
Narrative:
Wife received call on 4/5 around 2015, calling party addressed resident by first name which she confirmed by stating yes. Caller then disconnected, concerned about possible scam activity

Narrative:
Wanted info logged at this time

17-7409 0925 CITIZEN CONTACT finish
Location/Address: SALEM ST
Narrative:
Citizen contact

17-7413 0936 CITIZEN CONTACT Taken/Referred to Other
Location/Address: MAPLEWOOD AVE
Narrative:
Reporting party recently purchased property and recycling bin is missing. Caller notified DPW and was advised to make report with Police.
***Faxed to DPW***

17-7419 1022 Police Departmental Service log info. only
Location/Address: [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
Narrative:
Mail run

17-7415 1151 ALARM, BURGLAR False Alarm
Location/Address: [WIL 1856] LAKE REGION MEDICAL - FORDHAM RD
Narrative:

Narrative:
Audible alarm

Narrative:
37 reports accidental

17-7421 1201 911 ABANDONED / HANGUP log info. only
Location/Address: [WIL 1073] WILMINGTON BUILDRES SUPPLY, MILL WORK - INDUSTRIAL WAY
Narrative:
911 abandoned call. On call back DSP spoke with Michael who states no emergency, mistaken dial. Checks ok by phone.

17-7429 1336 Police Departmental Service finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
Narrative:
Mail run
17-7432 1421 ASSIST OTHER AGENCY
Location/Address: KELLEY RD
Narrative: Fire alarm activation FD en route
Narrative: FD on scene to handle

17-7434 1458 911 ABANDONED / HANGUP
Location/Address: MAIN ST
Narrative: 911 hangup, busy upon callback
Narrative: Made contact with employee, claims no emergency on sales floor but will check other departments.
Narrative: 31 - store manager claims customer thought they had to dial "9" to dial out, accidental. Clear.

17-7435 1532 Bylaw Violation
Location/Address: WINSTON AVE
Narrative: Resident reporting her neighbor is pumping water from their yard into hers.
Narrative: 31 - calling party did not want officer to speak to neighbor at this time, she will follow up with neighbor's parents who own the house.

17-7436 1538 911 ABANDONED / HANGUP
Location/Address: CHURCH ST
Narrative: 911 call from 8 y/o child claiming parent left her home alone.
Narrative: 33 - no emergency, mother never left home. Clear.

17-7437 1605 911 ABANDONED / HANGUP
Location/Address: [WIL 68] ANALOG DEVICES - WOBURN ST
Narrative: 911 hangup call, upon callback spoke with employee Peter who will check business and alert us of any emergency.
Narrative: No emergency at this time, checks ok by phone.

17-7443 1725 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP
Vicinity of: WOBURN ST
Vehicle: GRY 2011 TOY VT VN SIENNA Reg: PC MA 56TA69 VIN: 5TDKK3DC9BS002385
Narrative: 33 - written warning for speed

17-7444 1734 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP
Vicinity of: I93SBX40 RAMP
Vehicle: BLU 2011 FORD F150 F150 Reg: PC MA 764ND6 VIN: 1FTFX1EF6BFC54627
Narrative: Written warning for red light violation
Citation for adult seatbelt
17-7446  1756  ASSIST OTHER AGENCY  Taken/Referred to Other
Location/Address:  SALEM ST
Narrative:  Flames showing from chimney, FD responding.
            34 - FD extinguished. Clear.

17-7447  1807  911 ABANDONED / HANGUP  finish
Location/Address:  [WIL 1563] FUSION - CONCORD ST
Narrative:  911 open line, ongoing issue.
            33 - business closed, checks secure.

17-7448  1826  911 ABANDONED / HANGUP  finish
Location/Address:  [WIL 137] WINCHESTER FAMILY MEDICAL CENTER - SALEM ST
Narrative:  911 mistaken dialing by employee Catherine. Meant to dial out. No emergency at this time, checks ok by phone.

17-7450  1935  Motor Vehicle Repossession  finish
Location/Address:  SALEM ST
Vehicle:  2001 VOLV 4D S60  VIN: YV1902FH3B2019966
Narrative:  Motor vehicle repossession from this residence.

17-7451  1951  ANIMAL COMPLAINT  finish
Vicinity of:  FIORENZA DR
Narrative:  Caller found a lost yellow lab. No collar or tags. Caller will hold onto dog until owner is located.
            Dog and owner reunited.

17-7452  2035  TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint  finish
Vicinity of:  MAIN ST + CHURCH ST
Narrative:  Lights at intersection flashing.
            Mass Highway ETA 40 min. 31 to stand by and observe, no longer directing traffic.

17-7453  2058  ANIMAL COMPLAINT  finish
Vicinity of:  [WIL 1496] REGENCY PLACE PROPERTIES - HORSESHOE LN
Narrative:  Caller reporting dog barking on the third floor for the past ten minutes.
            Caller claims dog's owners have returned home and dog is now quiet. Does not wish for an officer to respond.

17-7454  2112  CITIZEN CONTACT  finish
Location/Address:  ADELAIDE ST
Narrative:  Walk-in party asking if there were any of his campaign signs in the building. Was told we did not have any, sent on his
17-7455  2155  SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY  finish
Vicinity of:  BURLINGTON AVE
Narrative:  Suspicious male rang doorbell, seemed impaired, was carrying clipboard and paper bag, sent him on his way.
Narrative:  33 - checked area, spoke with reporting party, male GOA.

17-7456  2155  ANIMAL COMPLAINT  log info. only
Vicinity of:  WOBURN ST
Narrative:  Caller reporting a loose black and brown rottweiler with a pink collar in the area. Caller is unsure who the owner is.